
OUTREACHFX +
TOA AM-CF1

OUR CLIENT-
OutreachFX is one of New Jersey’s top audio visual integration
companies. 

Outreach FX opened its doors as a live event production company

focused on assisting the Christian market. Within its first year of

existence, OFX discovered a need for high quality videos and

installations. Today, OFX brings creative technical resources to a variety

of markets including churches, ministries, theaters, schools,

corporations, and the local community.

THE END USER
Emergence Church is one of Passaic County’s largest houses of worship

located just an hour outside of New York City. Every weekend they

house anywhere between 2000-3000 congregations members across 4

satellite campuses in NJ. Each church incorporates a 600 person

capacity worship hall, with over 5,000 sqft of meeting rooms, huddle

rooms, and chapel space. The church also provides live stream worship

services to multiple channels and houses a workforce of 30 employees,
comprising of both onsite and remote staff.

OUR
PRODUCT:
AM-CF1
The LENUBIO(AM-CF1) 
integrated audio 
collaboration system, the 
latest cutting edge 
meetingIO series product 
from TOA, is a professional 
steerable microphone 
array system with an 
integrated stereo 
soundbar. As such, AM-CF1 
is the perfect all-in-one 
conferencing solution for 
small to medium size 
conference spaces . 

It is a true, real-time, 
beam steering electric unit, 
with built-in AEC, ANC and 
EQ. LED indicators 
illuminate to track each 
presenter's location.



THE BRIEF
OutreachFX was asked to deliver a multi-purpose, flexible, audio conferencing solution for all
meeting and huddle rooms at Emergence church

The main conference room included a centralized AV hook-up at the front of the space, with a large, yet

long orientation that allowed seating for 12. The space needed to be transformed to host multiple video

and teleconference meetings with remote staff, test new songs for worship, and be easily used by church

staff and volunteer groups. Emergence required AV equipment that was high-end, yet still simple enough

to operate and train members of the congregation on how to use.

THE SOLUTION
The decision of TOA Electronics’ Lenubio not only fulfilled all of the projects requirements, but
allowed OutreachFX to conduct a quick and effortless install. Each unit comes equipped with
preset brackets to reduce overall time spent on product installation.

The Lenubio install connected over 30 feet of cable above the ceiling of the conference space to meet an

output plate located at the front of the room. After securing the power supply, an audio source, routed

from the churches existing video collaboration setup , made the LENUBIO the focal point of the main
conference room. Upon conclusion of the project, Outreach FX provided full training and established
best practices on operation of the unit. 

A second Lenubio was added to a smaller conference room located at one of the remote campuses,
further allowing staff to come together in a seamless manner. The success of the first two Lenubio

installations, prompted the church to request a third unit be installed into a new conference space

(location still under construction).

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
The AM-CF1 is an effortless, easy install and has a great return on investment. Additionally, a TOA 
module, allowing for either a Crestron®, Extron®, or AMX® interface, can help to quickly 
customize unit system preferences, and further reduce installation time.

The staff and members of Emergence are not only delighted with how easy the Lenubio is to use, but 
also with how well its' aesthetics blend right in with the modern, updated look of each location. Positive 
reactions on both the clarity of communication and sound reproduction were additional feedback 
points members expressed in their experience with the Lenubio.
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